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Jason Starlock
Jason Starlock

Species: Yamataian
Gender: Male

Age: 24
Family (or Creators): Starlock

Father: Adam Age: 50
Mother: Rin Age: 49

Eldest Brother: Brian Age: 30
Eldest Sister: Calley Age: 28

Older Brother: David Age: 26(Twins)
Older Sister: Tina Age: 26(Twins)

Zodiac Sign: Capricorn
Height: 6’ 0”
Weight: 175 pounds

Organization: UOCPF
Rank: Cadet

Occupation: Training
Current Placement: Chouteisha Squadron
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Jason Starlock in Roleplay

Jason Starlock is a Player Character played by sonorhc and is currently involved in the Chouteisha
Squadron.

Previous Plots

17th Kasairyuu Wing

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6’ 0” Mass: 175 pounds Measurements: Bra Size:

Build and Skin Colour: Slim and Lithe with a pale skin tone

Facial Features and Eye Colour: Frost Blue eyes with thin lips and a small nose

Hair Colour and Style: Long, straight hair, pulled back in a pony tail. Black with a Yellow Streak running
from the left temple

Distinguishing Features: Average won’t stand out in a crowd

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: (Reserved/Contemplative/Vindictive) Jason due to his upbringing has learned that quite and
patience gets him much farther than being loud and obnoxious. Until he gets use to you his conversation
skills revolve around grunts and other unintelligible forms of communication. Once comfortable around
an individual, he will begin to open up more and begin to communicate more openly. He also has a very
vindictive streak since his accident those that cross him should be wary of retaliation in one form or
another. Also he has gained a stronger sense of loyalty and a bit of an anti non Yamataian attitude.

Likes: Women, Food, Liquor, Smoking, Mechanics, Foreign Technolodgy, New System Designs, and
Upgrading Standard Equipment. Dislikes: Overly Boisterous People, Pranks, Politics, Religion, Terrorists,
and Anyone who preys on the weak Goals: To develop new gear useable by the star army to protect it’s
citizens. And to destroy any asshole that crosses him.

History

Pre-RP

Jason was the last born into a rather average family. His father being a mechanic on basic planetary
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travel systems. His mother an ex-soldier who decided that family life was more to her liking. Growing up
as the last with 4 older siblings lead him to a more quite tendency as a young child. His older siblings
didn’t listen to him when he had an idea, his father was always busy working. The only person that really
listened to him was his mother. It was a fairly quite and content life overall but nothing very exciting
either.

He found out at a young age that he was gifted with a knack for mechanical and computer systems.
While he didn’t necessarily know the names of parts or pieces he could usually find out what was wrong
and put it back together correctly. This talent though left him lacking in the schooling form of education
for many years. His grades were average to say the least.

It wasn’t till college that he began to shine. That’s were he met his professor, Doctor Yamata. Through
the doctor’s good nature and an inspiration, he found a love for grandier things such as weapons and
systems design, starship control and maintenance and other Technical skills. But what he truly found
intriguing was advanced optic and scanning calibration and reverberations. When Doctor Yamata gave
him the opportunity to act as an intern on his Scanning and optic systems, using photonic resonance. He
jumped at the chance. It’s practical applications could change the way science viewed imaging in a whole
new way. The bond between Doctor Yamata and Jason grew as time progressed and Doctor Yamata was
more like a father to him than his own flesh and blood. His father rarely spent anytime with him nor gave
him the understanding and support he so craved.

He was in his 20s when working on an experiment that went horribly wrong. They were using a
crystalline containment that was used to capture a single photon and use its counterparts reactions to
get a digital readout of what was in range of the other photon. This technology would have the potential
to allow Long Range scans with no maximum range as long as the particle was present. To this day the
system was not fully developed. It was unfortunate that someone had sabotaged the lab and when Jason
was checking the device it exploded. It killed Doctor Yamata and ir was sure luck that it didn’t kill himself
in the process. However most of his body was completely destroyed. Instead of growing new limbs and
fixing his old body, he opted for a transfer to a Yamataian body. They completed the transfer which killed
the physical pain but not the mental anguish nor the hatred for those responsible.

The guilty parties were caught and executed. They did not give away who hired them but the rumor was
that they were sent by the Nepleslian government, but that was never proven. Once out of the hospital
he joined the star forces. He currently is awaiting orders.

Service Record

Orders

-assigned to the Chouteisha Squadron-

-No Missions-

-assigned to the 17th Kasairyuu Wing -
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-No Missions-

–

Skills

Communication

Jason is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. He is fluent in English ,Japanese. He can speak and write each
correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc. He also can speak
telepathically although not proficently due to the newness of his body.

Combat

Jason is an expert in power armor combat. While he is proficient at using many types of weapons he
prefers those that have the most parts that he can alter and upgrade.

Engineering

Building something is what he does. Tweak, alter, make it shoot farther, move faster or simply takeing
old parts and using them for something new is what his specialty is.

Maintenance and Repair

“If it ain’t broke You’d should be fixing it for improvements” Is Jason’s motto. He loves to tinker and a
0.001 increase in performance is an acceptable margin to him. He understands that smalls steps can
lead to great achievements.

Starship Operations

While Jason was taught what he needed to know about Starship operations. He didn’t spend to much time
focusing on it. He can get from place to place if he needs to but he isn’t quick about it either. It takes
away from his tinkering time.
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Rogue

Spotting useful people who are on the wrong side of the law has its uses and when behind enemy lines.,
finding useful people is a necessity. Gaining black market items to improve his effectiveness to help build
something that will destroy the enemy is more than acceptable to him.

Technology Operations

Jason is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, which is found on all Star
Army starships. His primary focus though is systems that are installed in power armor then those used on
Larger vessels..

Inventory

Clothing

Uniforms and Clothing

(2) – Peacekeeper Uniforms.
(5) – light-purple or dark purple cotton undershirts, UOC logo printed on the back.
(5) – dark-purple cotton boxer shorts
(10) – pairs of water-proof Socks.
(2) – extra uniform pants: synthetic leather pants with reinforced and padded knees and seat with
cargo style pockets.
(1) – swim trunks (male) come in black or purple with the UOC logo.

Outdoor Clothing

(1) – black rain poncho with the UOC logo printed on the the front left chest.
(1) – extreme cold-weather jacket, with gloves and headband.
(1) – pair of leather boat shoes.
(2) – pairs of sandals. (male version).
(1) – pair of insulated winter boots.
(1) – pair of dress shoes (male version).
(1) – khaki-colored outdoor hat.

Grooming Supplies

(1) – container of Cleansing Ointment.
(1) – bottle of shampoo
(1) – bottle liquid body soap
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(1) – stick of deodorant
(1) – toothbrush
(1) – tube of toothpaste
(2) – washcloths, black
(2) – towels, black
(1) – 4oz Container of moisture absorbing powder
(1) – make-up kit
(1) – manicure kit
(1) – hair brush

Other Gear

(2) – UOCPF Standard Issue Flashlights with replacement batteries (2) and tubes (1).
(1) – Printed copy of the Peacekeeper Charter of YE 30 on waterproof paper.
(1) – Peacekeeper Pocket Medikit

Weapons

(1) - Xaser Pistol

Miscellaneous

(1) - Set of Power Armor Tools

Finances

Jason Starlock was a Santô Hei in the Yamataian Star Army. He receives a weekly salary of -salary- per
week.

Yamataian Card

3000 KS Starting Funds

Jason Starlock is currently in the UOCPF as a Cadet

Peacekeeper Card

preloaded with 2,000 HS – Hiewa Credits.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 HS Starting Funds Converted from Yamataian Star Army
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Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
2000 HS Funds From UOCPF

1000 HS Power Armor Tools(Personal)
4000 HS Total Funds

OOC Discussion

RP's In Order

Encrypted Message from Jason Starlock

[Prelude] All Aboard...

[Prelude] Beyond these crowded shores...

Character Data
Character Name Jason Starlock
Character Owner sonorhc
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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